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WHERE EXPERIENCE 
MEETS TECHNOLOGY

THE MTP BRAND 
The MTP brand is the result of the joint work of two major 
leading companies of the world of design and technology: 
Tornati Project and Tecno A Group.

Heirs to the tradition and successful business history of 
“Tornati Forni” and backed by the professional and industrial 
expertise gained over the years, Tornati Project designs  
different types of high-performance ovens for the MTP brand. 
A professional product conceived and designed for any kind of 
production: 
Pastry and bakery – Pizzeria - Catering/ Gastronomy.

The TECNO A Group for the MTP brand means a quality product 
to the best technical and industrial level. 
The know-how of the company, has led MTP to design a 
technologically advanced product, modular, reliable, smart, 
and above all, capable to respond to the true needs of both 
operators and end-users.

EXPERIENCE AND PROFESSIONALISM
The MTP partner companies combined, boast over 60 years of 
experience in the Italian and international markets. 
They specialize in manufacturing premium products, which is 
the result of their expertise in design and manufacturing that 
is today a consolidated reality.
MTP has become synonymous with assurance, reliability, and 
innovation.
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DESIGN 

For all practical purposes, design is the company’s core business. 
This is the DNA that guides MTP towards ambitious yet concrete objectives, 
to improve cooking technology performance, to produce ovens more and 
more similar to ‘made to measure’ products and to what the market demands.
Since Smart Technology is applied, the product is the result of its base 
functions, plus the multiplicity and simplicity of interaction of the pizza chef.
An oven thus becomes a customized work tool that responds to the endless 
variables of perfect cooking.

Heirs to the tradition and the successful business history of “Tornati Forni”, 
Tornati Project stands out in the food/non-food oven sector thanks to a strong 
R&D drive in the field of baking technology.
Tornati Project focuses all its energy on product innovation, mainly in terms 
of manufacturing, design, energy efficiency, isolation, power management and 
usability, entrusting the manufacturing process to the technological experts of 
Tecno A Group.

TORNATI PROJECT   |   RELIABLE DESIGN

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE PROJECTS COMPLETED CLIENTS

+40 3.000 2.000
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MANUFACTURING

TECNO A’s technological expertise has led MTP to manufacture highly 
structured ovens, at the forefront of the technological development, built with 
top-quality certified materials and tested by competent staff.

TECNO A Group comprises the following brands:
Order System - Resto Italia - Massimiliano Tornati Project

TECNO A Group is a company that has been operating in the technological/ 
engineering sector for more than 20 years. The company aims at satisfying the 
most demanding clients by offering premium finished products.
Tecno A’s Engineering Department offers a consulting and product design 
service on behalf of the client.
Reliable Design is based on advanced manufacturing processes, hi-tech  
machinery, and specialized staff.

TECNO A   |   PROFESSIONALISM TECHNOLOGY

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OUTLETS IN EUROPE SQM OF 
PLANT AREA

+20 590 18.000
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MTP

VISION

MTP

MISSION

Forward-looking projects, the highest technological standards 
and close attention to design- these are the three pillars of 
our corporate philosophy, the guidelines of our daily  
commitment to anticipate trends, to respond to ever  
changing demands, and to accompany professionals along a 
journey of change and growth.

To offer professionals a new view of business that takes 
the form of 100% reliable cooking appliances, easy to  
program, energy efficient, and carefully designed.
To provide support to those who, having a mind open to 
technological innovation and new trends, feel the need 
to appeal to and meet the demands of a sector that today 
more than ever, is dynamic and constantly evolving.
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PERFORMANCE WITHOUT LIMITS
MTP offers a wide range of configurations, suitable to meet 
every production need, in terms of cooking method and 

type of product, for a creative and practical cooking style.

TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERIENCE IN THE 
INDUSTRY 
MTP creates and manufactures high-range products that 
are defined as professional, due to their quality, ease of 
use, advanced technology and production capacity.
Both experience and the careful analysis of the clients  
requests, have led MTP to present a product that meets 
every need in terms of energy efficiency, cooking methods 
and product use.

CUSTOMIZATION AND DESIGN
MTP also offers custom-designed products, both as regards 
functions and appearance, thus creating a 100% customized 
product that perfectly matches any decor, without leaving 
aside any technical and functional issues.

WHY CHOOSING
MTP OVENS
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ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

CUSTOMIZED 
COOKING STYLES  

INNOVATION AND 
TECHNOLOGY

DESIGN/ USE

NEW 
BUSINESS IDEAS

INDUSTRIAL
SYNERGY 

01

02

03 06

04

05



FULL ROUND PIZZA
SERVED ON A PLATE AND ON A PAN

BAKERY PRODUCTS
BREAD AND FOCACCIA

PASTRY
CAKES AND SMALL PASTRIES

GASTRONOMY
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AN OVEN THAT 
MEETS EVERY
PRODUCTION NEED

Design is one of MTP’s main strengths, since the company
can offer a product that quickly responds to the demands of an 
ever changing market but at the same time, fully adapts to any 
client’s needs in terms of functions and appearance.

PIZZERIA

Full round pizza served on a plate
Pizza by slices or on a pan
Pizza by slices
Pizza by the meter
Focaccia

PASTRY AND BAKERY

Bakery products
Traditional pastry

GASTRONOMY

Cuisine and leavened products
Traditional catering
In-store catering corners



TECNO A S.r.l.
Via del Lavoro, 4
Loc. Canavaccio, 
61029 Urbino (PU) | ITALY
T + 39 0722 042005
F + 39 0722 354049 
info@mtpforni.it
mtpforni.it


